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Abstract

We seek new couplings of chiral bosons to U (1) gauge fields. Lorentz

covariance of the resulting constrained Lagrangian is checked with the help

of a procedure based in the first-order formalism of Faddeev and Jackiw.

We find Haradars constraint and another local one not previously con-

sidered, besides infinite non-local couplings. We analyze the constraint

structure and part of the spectrum of this second solution and show that

it is equivalent to an explicitly covariant coupling of Siegel's chiral boson

to gauge fields, which preserves chirality under gauge transformations.

Key-words: Two-dimensional models; Chiral bosons.
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In the course of the analysis of chiral bosons properties, one natural

step is to couple them to abelian and non-abelian gauge fields[l,2,3] in

order to study the corresponding anomalies, or to provide an alternative

approach to chiral models in two dimensions[4]. These couplings have been

proposed both in Siegel's [5] explicitly covariant formalism[2,6] and in the

approach of Floreanini and Jackiw (FJ)[7,8).

In the context of chiral theories in two dimensions, Harada has shown

recently how to obtain a consistent coupling of FJ chiral bosons with a U (1)

gauge field, starting from the chiral Schwinger model (CSM) and discarding

the right-handed degrees of freedom by means of a projection in phase space

implemented by the chiral constraint fl> = ^'[8]. The resulting theory had

the same spectrum of the CSM with the additional characteristic that the

massless mode was self-dual. There was no trace, at the end, of the right-

handed fermion originally present (which, however, was necessary for the

eigenvalue problem of computing the fermion determinant to be well defined

{9}). It has been shown later by Bazeia[10] that Harada's approach was

equivalent to the one of Bellucci, Golterman and Petcher(2] under Faddeev

and Jackiw's first-order formalism[ll].

We investigate, in this letter, the possibility of obtaining different cou-
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plings for the PJ chiral boson, starting from the generalized Schwinger

model, where both chitalitics interact with the gauge field. We follow

the same strategy as Harada's in obtaining the Lagrangian of the coupled

system, but we propose a check test which can straightforwardly decide

whether the resulting coupling is Lorentz covariant or not. Starting with

the left-handed chiral Schwinger model we find that the only possible local

couplings to U (1) gauge fields are those obtained by projecting either one

chirality (TT̂  = <f>') or the other (ir* = — $' + e(Ao — A\)). The constraints

n+ — — ̂  and ic^ = ^ + t(Ao + A\) are the ones allowed for the right-

handed CSM. The theory obtained using *> = — <f>' + c (Ao — A\) is shown

to be equivalent to a specific coupling of Siegel's chiral bosons with U(l)

gauge fields which is symmetric under chirality-preserving gauge transfor-

mations. In addition, there is an infinity of possible non-local couplings.

Our starting point is the Lagrangian of the generalized Schwinger model

(GSM),

C =

which is equivalent to its bosonized version[12,14]

CB = \ (0, 4? + ^ (y, * - **) 4 A, + |L A\ (2)
~ 7
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where

n +

In (3) ci and IR are arbitrary couplings introduced by the regularization

procedure[13] and ?/, and c/? are defined as[12]

CL = [el + (iL - eL)2]1 / 2 , CH = \cR + {CR - e K ) 2 ] 1 / 2 . (4)

The Hamiltonian obtained from CB is

( - g\ AQ - 92

with v r̂ pi = Pi and TT AÍ 2 = M2.

We proceed with the method of Harada, projecting one chirality with

the aid of a generalized chiral constraint

n+ = a <t>' (6)

where a will be determined imposing the requirement of Lorentz covariance

on the resulting theory. With this projection we obtain (after functional

integration over the TT̂  field subjected to (6) as in [8])
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~ 9*) M + (a g3 - gi) Ax)

- 2 (Jl ^° + Si ^ "*—2~ ^"' (7)

Now, we ask which values of a are allowed in order to produce a Lorentz

covariant theory. We exemplify our strategy with the non-gauged original

FJ Lagrangian,

= ÔP - 42- (8)

Performing a Lorcntz rotation,

this Lagrangian changes to

cosh 6 sinh 6

sinh# coshfl

\

with

a (i) =
\X2 X7

c(x) - _ í í l ± i l x - e '

(9)

(10)
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Using the first-order formalism of Faddeev and Jackiw we construct a

first-order Lagrangian to (10)

****
CpJ ~ *<* ~ 2{x> - 1) " 2(x> - 1) + x ' - T

Now we notice that although £fv describes a constrained system, this is

not what happens to Cpj. It is thus legitimate to ask whether the resulting

theory is equivalent to the previous one in the new reference frame, if the

constraint is taken into account. Thus imposing that 7r$ = 6 we obtain

simply

CH\U.*' = to. (13)

thus showing that under the chiral constraint assumption, both Lagrangians

((10) and (8)) are equivalent.

Let us make the same analysis for Ca, eq. (7). The Lorentz rotation

(9) produces (rotating also, obviously, Ao and v4i),

£ ; = a(x) p* + fc(x)^' + c(x) <f>'2

+(x) Ao + <L(x) >4,}

j( + | A / 2 >4j (14)

with
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+ x* - l )

Ò x« - l )

c(x) = - ^ ^ (a» (x1 + l) - 2 a (x' - l) + x' + l) (15)

The first-order Lagrangian is

4a

[(a e+ - e_)i4o + (a e. -

" ( ( o c + e4a

+ M7 A\ (16)

This expression only equals (7) if

l = 0 (17)

Solving this equation for a we find the set of constraints which preserves
0

rclativistic covariance,
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(9lAo + giArf) |

\ (18)

There is an infinity of allowed constraints, as long as we permit ourselves

to consider non-local theories. If we seek local couplings, we have to get

rid of the square root in (18). This can be obtained in two cases, namely

i) Si = <?2 = e (right handed chiral Schwinger model), with constraints

** = - 4 (19)

and

Al); (20)

ii) g% — —Ç2 — t (left handed chiral Scliwinger model), with constraints

*• = 4' (21)

and

U - -4' + '(Ao-At). (22)
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Cases (19) and (21) are the cases studied by Harada and found elsewhere

in the literature [2,4,8,10]. Cases (20) and (22) have not been previously

considered. To be definite we will start from case (ii) and complete the

gauging of the chiral boson within the context of the left-handed chiral

Schwinger model. Imposing (22) on (2), with gt = -g2 — N/^C. we

obtain in the same way that we did before

(23)
i. H

where we added & kinectical term to the resulting Lagrangian. From (23)

we compute the canonical Hamiltonian

"He — —r— + ir'i40 + 4> 7 — e<f> (Ao — A \ ) — —r-AM. (24)

The constraint (22) is second class, as in the case of Harada,

(25)

with ilj = 71+ + $ - z{AQ-A\). There is another primary constraint,

fij = TT°, whose consistence under time evolution produces
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« ôiJr1 + ej' + Aí Mo + cuj = 0.

This determines u2, while tij is determined through

inverse of the constraint matrix is given by

(26)

0. The

Cn{x,y) = -2

and the non-null Dirac brackets are

0

(27)

= - 1 * (x1 ^y1) ;

(28)

One can choose <(> to be eliminated from (24), after using the constraints

strongly, and then arrive to the final Hamiltonian,

- ^y^í (29)
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Thanks to the non-standard commutation relations obeyed by Ao, it

is not easy to solve the equations of motion obtained from (29). To see

something about the spectrum of this theory we can integrate functionally

over the Au field to obtain an effective Lagrangian for the <t> field,

r - l
Á f(e8 - A/2) & - A/<Q + M'(Q + M*)ô+d+]

Ct" ~ 2* [ A/>(D + M>) J ̂  (30)

Using hP = c7a, we see that there are poles in the following regions

in the (fc+,fc_)-

JL = ±a '

= 0 (31)

ii)a = 1 ,

fc+ = 0 ' (32)

Although the expression for the fc_ curve is not explicitly Lorentz covari-

ant, we can see explicitly the presence of a self-dual pole in the spectrum

of the theory, with the correct chirality.
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Yet the appearance of only the A- components of the A^ field in the La-

grangian suggests that this kind of coupling could be obtained by a kind of

"self-dual" gauging, in which only the d- derivative would be covariantized.

This has led us to consider Siegel's formalism for the right-handed chiral

boson

Cs = \d+ç>d.Q+ \\{d+ç>)\ (33)

Performing the substitution

d-<f>~* d-o + 2eA- (34)

we get

C's =
 {±pli> + \M + {±^4>'> + cty + fliAo-Ax). (35)

The first-order Lagrangian is

(36)

Solving the constraint through the equation of motion for A, we obtain

*4 s -4 + e(AorAi) (37)
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and, after substitution in (36), we get C'CH given by

C'CH = -W - d>'7 + e{^ + ^')(Ao-Ai) (38)

which is the same as £ c « , eq.(23), without the last two terms.

Finally, we would like to notice that the gauge symmetry of the model

proposed in (35) is u kind of ''chiral" gauge symmetry: the symmetry of

the model is p —• P + f and A- —* A- - £9_e. e — c (x~). This symmetry

preserves the chirality of the chiral boson under gauge transformations. It

is also responsible for more degrees of freedom than those present in the

case considered by Harada[S], as we can take A+ as a gauge invariant quan-

tity under these restricted transformations. If this model is an alternative

description for the minimal chiral Schwinger model, is a very interesting

question to be adressed in ihe near future.
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